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Cattrall to don a pair of its
signature hoops, and eccola.
Now the line is carried at
Bergdorf Goodman and
Neiman Marcus, where it has a
strong presence and a devoted
clientele. And those who
monitor the fashion scene no
doubt noticed the fine-jewelry
collection the pair designed for
five years for Carolina Herrera.
Sensing there was a gap in
the jewelry world—“It was
either David Yurman or David Webb,” says
Scognamiglio—they wanted to fill it with casual,
easy-to-wear, everyday pieces in 14K gold. They were
clearly onto something. It’s just the two of them—no
outside investors, no pubic relations agency. Aside
from some print advertising (which they also design),
they’ve succeeded largely through word of mouth,
their website and an enormous amount of goodwill.
Since its inception, Faraone Mennella has
expanded in myriad directions. It now has a couture
collection that creates one-of-a-kind pieces, some
costing hundreds of thousands of dollars. Recently the
jewelers opened their first freestanding boutique in
New York in what used to be Scognamiglio’s boutique,
called Amedeo, which sells his separate line of artisan
jewels and modern-day cameos (and you’ve never seen
cameos like these). In turn, Amedeo, the store, moved
a few feet south to a new space. Additionally, both
men have successful side businesses on HSN, each
selling a line of fashion jewelry based on their
individual collections.
Today, the brand is at a crossroads. With stores
in Capri; London; Porto Cervo, Sardinia; Baku,
Azerbaijan—and plans to open in St. Tropez—
they’re reimagining the business. “We now see
Capri as our flagship,” says Scognamiglio, which
makes sense when you realize that the jewelry is
made near where they were born and that the two
are fundamentally Neapolitan.
Conclusion: You can take the boys out of
southern Italy, but you can’t take southern Italy out
of the boys. 958 Lexington Ave., faraonemennella.com
rare gems
From left: Amedeo
Scognamiglio (seated)
and Roberto Mennella at
Scognamiglio’s boutique,
Amedeo, on Lexington
Avenue; Farone Mennella’s
18K gold chain link
necklace, $7,100, and
18K gold Neopolitan Horn
pendant with white
diamond pavé, $26,000;
18K gold double wrap
bracelet with white
diamonds, $19,680.
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This is the tale of two teenagers
who grew up a mile apart in Torre
del Greco, a small town outside of
Naples, and became friends. One,
Amedeo Scognamiglio, is the
descendent of a coral and cameo
design company that dates back to
1857; the other, Roberto
Mennella, is the son of Marchese
Renato Faraone Mennella, a
wealthy agronomist and
crossbreeder of flowers. They are
an unlikely pair. Scognamiglio is
gregarious, gutsy, a master carver
and an idea machine; Mennella is
introspective, academic, cautious
and artistic. Scognamiglio went to
local public schools; Mennella attended a private
school in Naples to which he was driven every day.
Somehow they ended up going to law school together.
Despite their differences—or perhaps because of
them—they forged a friendship and, in 2001, created
a jewelry line called Faraone Mennella. “It was
Amedeo’s idea to use my family’s last name,” says
Mennella. “He thought it sounded classic, as if it had
been around for years.”
An episode of Sex and the City from 2002 pretty
much launched the brand. All it took was for Kim
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